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“BLACK HOLES … WHAT ARE THEY ALL ABOUT?” 

Simples! … God creates and God uncreates.  

God creates matter and God creates anti-matter.  

Black holes are used by God to show that a ‘forward’ or ‘backward’ creation is not a 

problem for him.  

Black holes are anti-matter, such that when matter gets too close to a black hole, it 

simply disappears. Matter is neutralized.  

Where does it go? No-one knows. It just goes back to nothing.  

That is out of nothing came everything … so everything can simply go back to nothing.  

Just as no-one can explain the miracle of creation, similarly, there is no explanation for the 

miracle of un-creation … black holes. Although black holes are created by God, their 

function is to perform the opposite … that of un-creation!  

In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth (Genesis 1:1), such that …  

“… the worlds were framed by the word of God, so that things which are seen were not 

made of things which do appear.” (Hebrews 11:3).  

Similarly, but in reverse, in these end times, God shows that he can uncreate the heaven 

and the earth … little bit by little bit … until the big disappearance (Revelation 21:1)  

To explain this uncreation, we could say in reverse …  

“… the worlds were unframed (disappearance of matter … stars and planets) by the word 

of God, so that things which are seen (black holes) make the things that appear 

disappear.  

Is there anything too hard for God? (Jeremiah 32:27)  

You see God will eventually create a new heaven and a new earth. Where will the first 
heaven and first earth have gone? Simply melt into one ‘giant black hole’ (Revelation 

21:1).  
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So if God, that is Jesus Christ, created black holes, how do they represent him … I mean … 

they are dark and they are light?  

Surrounding the latest black hole discovery in February 2024, is the most brilliant white 

light ever discovered … a billion times brighter than the earth’s sun … this represents 

Jesus … he is the Light (John 1:5-8,9).  

Similarly, Jesus creates darkness (Genesis 1:2, 4, 5, 18; Exodus 20:21; Jeremiah 
13:16; Isaiah 45:3; Ezekiel 32:8; 2 Peter 2:4 and so on). Furthermore, it’s the biggest and 

most voracious black hole ever discovered so far … in that … it has the capacity to swallow 

the entire mass of the Milky Way in one day.  

Q: Will there be any black holes after the 1,000 year (millennial) reign?  

A: No, as there will only be matter that will be created … not gobbled up.  

“Of the increase of his government and peace there shall be no end …” (Isaiah 9:7) … 

no more anti-matter! Simply creation!  

Harley Hitchcock  
February 2024 
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“ARE THERE ALTERNATIVE UNIVERSES?” 

The multiverse is a term that some scientists use to describe the idea that beyond the 

observable universe … other universes may exist. 

“CONTACT US” 
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